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Abstract— In distributed networks, security of data while 

sharing it to other networks and users is becoming a major 

issue to be considered. Main problems in these 

communication channels are data Hacking, Huge 

Maintenance Cost, Data loss, unreliability etc. Advancement 

in IT environment has lead to the introduction of Cloud 

Environment. Cloud Computing provides On-demand 

services such as secure data sharing and its storage in a 

minimized cost with greater flexibility and scalability. In this 

paper we specified survey on several data reliable and fast 

data sharing schemes in cloud such as Cipher Text policy 

Attribute based Encryption, Cryptographic storage system, 

Multiuser data sharing techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing offers various data storage and its sharing 

based on its service and deployment models. Various security 

requirements should be checked before data sharing in the 

networks. They are [7] Data confidentiality, Data access 

Control, Revocation of user, User privacy, Scalability. When 

considering a data sharing method into a specified cloud 

service, Characteristics of Cloud Environment is the major 

factor to be specified. They are [12] On-demand service, 

Elasticity, Scalability, Availability, Flexibility, Resource 

sharing, Wide internet access. Major types of cloud models 

are Public cloud, Private cloud and Hybrid cloud. Public 

cloud is the cloud service providing free service or charge-

on-usage method. This service can be used by any internet 

user. Private cloud is the most secure model that is developed 

for a particular IT firm or department, providing strong 

authentication in data sharing and storage. Hybrid cloud 

offers services of both public and private cloud within a 

company or between different organizations. 

Based on service models, Cloud can be categorized 

as Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service 

(PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS). In IaaS, infrastructure 

components of various data storage areas and Virtual 

Machine Monitor layers are specified by service providers of 

cloud.  These are for Temporary datas and files, contain its 

own Software and Hardware infrastructure and provide tools 

for application development. SaaS consist of a central Host 

provider. This model is developed for a particular firm or an 

organization and works on the basis of specification of end 

users. This model uses Virtualization Technology [5] mainly 

for avoiding uncontrolled data access. In PaaS model, cloud 

service provider hosts its own software and hardware 

infrastructure. Thus it provides facility of pre-built 

application services to users. Data should be encrypted 

because of security reasons [5]. Main advantage of cloud 

computing is that it provides strong computing as well as 

storage capacity to share confidential datum. Cloud supports 

Group data sharing but it is still facing many security 

obstacles such as user identity privacy, Key management 

issues. 

 
Fig. 1: Cloud Computing Model 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Kaiping Xue [1]   proposed a secure and flexible data sharing 

in public cloud. This Technique uses a proxy signature 

method, a signature scheme in which original user can grant 

his/her signing privilege to a proxy member within that 

group. TGDH based group key agreement [14] method is 

used to update group key pair whenever a changes in group 

occurs. Main advantage of this scheme are computational 

complexity is very low and less overhead in data 

computation. 

In [8] introduced data sharing by key aggregate 

searchable encryption technique. This is an effective group 

data sharing method in which user can share data between 

other users and groups by a single aggregate key i.e, no need 

of separate public and private key generation for each users. 

This method consist of trap door generation and testing which 

makes this scheme secure and encryption technique. 

Xinhi Huang [9] proposed an anonymous data 

sharing at a reduced cost. This method involves forward 

security. Main advantage is eliminating Certificate 

verification. In this technique, even if a user’s signature is 

hacked/lost, all other users signature remains secure. This is 

an ID-based signature method.  Updation of key specifying 

exponentiation s required. Thus it provides a strong 

authenticity of data in large data sharing networks. Key-

pairing is eliminated in this signature method. 

M.kallahalla [13] introduced a secure file storage 

and sharing system known as plutus. Files are specified by 

cryptographic storage system. Efficient key management 

techniques are included in this method to control uncontrolled 
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access of others. Keys for each file encrypt data within that 

file. Thus providing authentication of data. This Keys must 

be updated for user Revocation. 

Huang Qinlong [3] specified a data sharing 

technique using a Homomorphic encryption technique. 

Threshold time is set on each attribute. In this user attribute 

secret keys are generated achieving forward and backward 

security. Data of each user is encrypted using their own Data 

encryption key. User’s computation overhead is reduced in 

this system as this system is more secure and efficient 

guaranteeing data confidentiality. 

Sonal shukla [6] proposed a privacy preserving data 

sharing method in public cloud auditing services. This 

technique focuses on protecting cloud data from anonymous 

and untrusted servers. It consists of a third party authority 

performing batch auditing and block verification. Between 

users and cloud, Batch scheduling of data is done. Data 

associated with each user has a private batch ID. 

Xuefeng Liu [2] introduced a group data sharing 

scheme in which users in different or same cloud group 

exchange data without revealing user identity. Group 

signature [10] and broadcast encryption technique [11]. New 

users are allowed to join the group at any time. Storage 

overhead and maintenance cost is very less in this system. 

Any member in a particular cloud group can use cloud 

resource at any time anonymously 

Seung-Hyun [4] introduced a data sharing using 

certificate less encryption technique. Pairing operation is 

avoided to save key pairing computation cost. User encrypt 

data using their own public key which is generated by cloud 

and decryption of data using their private keys. Thus user’s 

sensitive data is shared in public cloud gaining authorization. 

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes many methods of data sharing 

techniques in cloud including group data sharing and 

specifies advantages of these methods. We have done a 

survey on methods such as cryptographic techniques, Key 

pairing operation, proxy signature method. Various cloud 

models and security constraints are also specified which 

should be taken into consideration while selecting a method 

for data sharing in cloud. 
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